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              s easy as ABC ? - well not quite, but there are just three sensible steps which provide     
              the building blocks to success. These are:

As you begin, write down a paragraph or two stating clearly what kind of a business you have in
mind. On completing each step you may want to change the definition of your planned business in
some respects. Rewrite it before going to the next step and do so again as each step reveals problems
and solutions.

Let’s start with the 

Market

Getting into business without knowing something about the market you plan to operate in, is like
going to fish in a pond without checking whether there are any fish.  

Essentially, market research aims to tell you whether anybody is interested in your product or
service. Finding out about likely customers, their wants, their age group, their income and lots more,
helps you to estimate the size of the market you hope to exploit. The information helps you to
estimate what your potential share of that market could be.

    Method
      Plan your        

         Strategy
      Money
      Assess likely     

      Profitability
      Market      

      Research your       
         Market



Unless you define your customer profile accurately and estimate market size, you run the risk of
starting up, or expanding a business that might never succeed, discovering too late that there are
insufficient customers and therefore insufficient sales for survival (critical mass).

In the same way that the fisherman can decide the best gear and bait by checking what kind of fish
there are in the pond, so properly defining who your customers are, helps business decisions
including those known as market positioning. These decisions include where to pitch the pricing of
the goods or services, where to locate your business and decisions on promotion, packaging and a
lot more. 

The size of the market can affect the volume of potential sales which in turn can affect the unit cost
of production where manufacturing is involved. But pricing is more than just a function of the cost.
The incomes and lifestyles of your customers will affect what the price level needs to be. 

Researching your market is simply a must. How is it done?

Putting together a lot of hearsay about people in the area you plan to serve, may give a distorted
picture causing you either to over or under-estimate the true potential. Some skills are required both
in collecting and analysing the facts. For example when you feel you have sized up the market pretty
well, and decided on its expected growth rate, how do you translate that into an attainable slice for
your business?. This means checking on the competition and carrying out some important
calculations.

When you have finished this step, you will most probably want to change some of your original ideas
to make them more achievable in the light of market conditions.

Some detailed help in market research and market reporting is available in another paper by Dr
Barnett. 

A good consultant can offer you the benefit of experience, skill and research tools to get this building
block in position.

Now let’s talk about 

Money

Unless your chances of  making a profit are reasonable it can be disastrous to invest your savings or
to borrow  working capital.

There is the case of the sausage-maker who failed to check out the costs of ingredients in relation
to his selling prices and found that he couldn’t make ends meet. A pun like that is not funny to
anyone who has invited failure by omitting to check on  profitability.

Fortunately Profitability is not something you have to wait to find out after launching. Sure, it takes
some skill with figures and projections, but has to be done.



Sometimes called a  viability assessment, this building block  aims to tell you whether it is possible
to run a profitable business and what resources will be required. Professionally carried out it will also
measure the degree of risk involved.

This most vital  step depends heavily upon good market research for its most important assumption,
namely, sales potential.

Clearly without a viability assessment it is unlikely that loan or investment capital would be
available from a partner or lender so it makes no sense to put your own money in without
calculations on:

 • Profit
 • How soon cash will flow inwards instead of outwards, 
 • How much working capital you will need before the cash-flow begins to trickle in,
 • How much turnover you will need to avoid a loss (Break-even point), 
 • What  the return on investment is likely to be. (Are there better investments for your money?)

When you have completed this step you may again want to adjust some of your original ideas.

A book by Dr Barnett entitled ‘The Visible Hand’ provides help in tackling your own viability
assessment. For those who are uncomfortable with figures, help in the form of a reliable business
consultant is available for this vital building block. Among the many advantages of using an
independent consultant for this step is that banks and other investors naturally have more confidence
in the projections when they come verified professionally.

Deciding the

Methods 

by which you will launch, market, compete and direct your business towards success, is the third
step. We call this strategic planning.

Being and staying in business can be very rewarding but, like survival in a jungle, it usually means
having to work out in advance how to make progress while anticipating and avoiding the threats and
moves of others who want a share of the goodies, and it means constantly finding ways to appeal to
those you want to attract.

You cannot make up successful strategies as you go along. Others will stay ahead of you because
they planned well.

Strategies have to be thought through for so many aspects. Here are a few:

• What will  make customers choose my product or service?
• What is the message I want my customers to hear?
• How will I reach my customers and appeal to them?
• How will I distribute my product?



• How and where will I find the working capital I need? 
• What kind of an organisation will I need to build?

Writing down your strategies as you build this block, actually helps you to evaluate them as being
practical or needing a re-think.  Before accepting them as the essential part that they are, revise them
as often as necessary to ensure they are workable and will achieve the aims.

Putting it all together in the 

Business Plan
 
Most investors and lenders ask for a business plan before considering any financial aid. Any  plan
that fails to provide answers and valid evidence as suggested in the three steps, is unlikely to receive
serious consideration. Because you have been through the three vital steps, you already have the most
vital ingredients of your business plan.

Its just a matter of knocking it into shape. An outline for a  Business Plan might include the
following headings:

Heading What it States

Business Environment Competition, the economic climate and other factors to be faced

Results of Market Research Indicating the likely potential for the business

Viability Findings Whether it is worth going ahead and what the risks and returns are.

Marketing Strategy How  you are going to advertise, promote and distribute your product or
service.

Financial Strategy How you are going to finance the working capital. 

Organisation Strategy How you are going to organise your business - the people, the
corporate structure, branches, partners and so on.

More helpful information or greater detail on specific aspects of this exciting subject, are available

from Dr Gavin Barnett’s The Visible Hand and its companion model disc through
this web-site http//www.thevisiblehand.co.za or  or e-mail mantec@iafrica.com

You might also be interested in the Entrpreneurial Questionnaire and Score sheet which can help you
assess you personal apitude for starting and running your own business.
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